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Launch of New Websites per Division 
 

 
Watt & Well launches new websites for its three division: Electric Mobility, 
Aerospace and Oil &Gas. The newly designed websites are available at 
wattandwell.com. Massy, France. 2021.05.10 
 

 
Step change power electronics in Electric Mobility, Aerospace and Oil & Gas 
 
  
The new websites reflect Watt & Well growth and advancements in recent years. Watt & Well 
is an award-winning, full-service engineering (software, hardware) and electrical equipment 
designer that specializes in high reliable power electronics. Since 2017, the company 
structured its business model into three markets. Since then, became the power electronics 
equipment provider for industrial pioneers willing to disrupt their respective market with step-
changing products. 
 
Each market has its own specific requirement whether it is on the compliance and standards 
field or technological expertise. Watt & Well, through the years, successfully built and ramped 
up its level of expertise in power electronics applied to specific applications in these three 
markets. The result of more than a decade of experience and gathered knowledge of markets’ 
requirement and customers need, allows us today to offer a dedicated interface of experts. 
 
Watt & Well team of engineers and PhDs work daily to execute and maintain the highest 
product quality and outstanding customer service. 
 

 
A full-on unique experience 
 
Each of our website is a full-on unique experience. Whether you are interested in our electric 
mobility, aerospace, or oil &gas product and services, you will intuitively navigate through a 
clean design that displays Watt & Well's core value, wide-ranging services and series of 
documented products.  
 
In the oil &gas website you will find our downhole power electronics product series for wireline 
and drilling applications. In the aerospace website you will find the high-end motor controllers’ 
products and design. In electric mobility you will find the latest electric vehicle chargers power 
units.  
  
The websites also feature insights including an event calendar and social media share tools. 
So please feel free to visit us anytime to learn about our presence in B2B fairs and share our 
news! 
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Visit us  
 
Corporate: https://wattandwell.com/ 
Aerospace: https://aerospace.wattandwell.com/ 
Electric mobility: https://emobility.wattandwell.com/ 
Oil & Gas: https://oilandgas.wattandwell.com/ 
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